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The paper investigated user demand and pricing determinants ofhotel facilities in Lagos. The main 
objective was to develop a model of these perceptions that will serve as a tool or framework for 
prospective investors and management staff of related investments. Using information obtained 
from personal interviews and structured questionnaires served on users of selected hotels in Lagos 
Island (Ikoyi, Victoria Island and Lekki), Hedonic Model was developed with the aid of certain 
identified attributes. The findings revealed that security and safety attributes, location attributes, 
recreation and entertainment (including food and beverages), hospitality and basic attributes are 
some of the significant factors affecting demand and pricing of hotel in the study area. It is 
recommended that investors and managers should take into consideration attributes ofhotels in line 
with customers' value hierarchy when making investment decisions to realize optimum 
sustainability; and that hoteliers need to ensure that the qualities of these hotel attributes are 
maintained at an acceptable level by constantly reviewing customers' feedback. 
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Components RII Rank 
Security and safety 0.99 1 
Availability of fire extinguisher 0.98 2 
Responsible security personnel 0.96 3 
Good fire detection system 0.94 4 
Secure fire door 0.93 5 
Level of information technology/communication 
facilities 
0.90 6 
Functional and operation of elevators 0.89 7 
Convenient location & accessibility to specific  places 
and proximity of neighborhood amenities 
0.88 8 
Serenity of Neighbourhood 0.87 9 
Room facilities e.g design, lighting, temperature, easy to 
handle door knob, supporting mattress and chairs e.t.c 
0.84 10 
Availability of free convenient parking 0.84 11 
Star-rating system of the hotel 0.84 12 
Availability of recreational facilities 0.83 13 
Food value of the restaurant (variety in cuisine) 0.76 14 
Availability of swimming pool 0.75 15 
Availability of club 0.73 16 
Guaranteed reservation 0.72 17 
Prompt & courteous room service quality 0.68 18 
Spacious & well-maintained rooms (Quality of 
accommodation) 
0.67 19 
Courtesy of cleaning staff and decency of hotel 0.65 20 
Constant power supply 0.64 21 
Regular water supply 0.63 22 
Availability of Expo/conference facilities 0.62 23 
Physical appearance/attractiveness of the hotel 0.61 24 
Interior décor and exterior aesthetics 0.60 25 
Reasonable room price 0.60 26 
Laundry services 0.58 27 
Availability of business Centre 0.57 28 
Availability of a bar/café 0.56 29 
Innovative & value added services (value for money) 0.55 30 
Availability of shuttle services 0.54 31 
Convenient payment method 0.52 32 
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